Seniors Should Sign Up at Once to Aid the Committee.

Work on the Senior Portfolio is advancing with much rapidity. During the past two weeks Mr. C. W. Heenan, the official photographer, has been rushing off his work by the men desiring to make appointments for pictures to be taken. But as yet there are a number of men who are especially desired by the committee to be in the portfolio, and they have made no movement to have their photographs taken. As March 10th is the time limit on which these pictures must be ready for the book, the men can readily see that they can afford no delay. The Portfolio Office, which makes special dates for sittings for all men in the class, is determining the men making a trip to Heenan's just to make an appointment. By sending any one of the seniors, any senior may make his appointment. The history books may be given more attention than to date. The portfolio as a whole is coming on as fast as possible. It is a large undertaking to make the portfolio list complete, favorable arrangements of pictures and histories, and for this reason the Portfolio Committee are determined to help the Portfolio Committee members as much as possible by writing Cooperator (Cont'd on Page 3).